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INTRODUCTION
Sequence repetition in Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium (official designation, Salmonella
enterica serovar Typhimurium) is encountered in many contexts. Sources of repeated sequences include
structural genes, accessory genetic elements, sequence motifs, and genetic duplications. On a random
basis, there is a high probability that any sequence of 12 or fewer bases will be repeated at least once in
a chromosome this size. Therefore, for a sequence repetition to be considered significant, it must be
either substantially larger than 12 bases or present in many copies.
Certain genetic issues relate especially to repeated sequences. One issue has to do with advantages
conferred by sequence multiplicity. In the case of structural genes, benefits might include greater
expression or differential control. Benefits may also be derived from functional diversity if repeated
genes are similar but not identical. In the case of sequence motifs, the same structural domain can be
incorporated into diverse gene products or the motif can invoke the same process at many chromosomal
locations.
A second issue has to do with the source of the DNA comprising the repeated sequences and also the
mechanism for generation of the repetition. As to source, we generally recognize two alternatives. The
repeated sequences may be DNA common to the species, or they may derive from DNA introduced
through horizontal transfer (e.g., accessory genetic elements [23]). The repeated sequences may have
been established early with respect to species divergence, in which case the arrangement would tend to
be conserved among individuals throughout the species (e.g., rRNA genes). Alternatively, the sequences
may have become amplified by recent rearrangement (e.g., tandem duplications), and such arrangements
can be highly specific for individual strains or clones. Repeated sequences derived from accessory
elements (e.g., insertion sequences [ISs]) can vary considerably as to numbers and chromosomal
positions in individuals of the species. As to possible mechanisms for establishment of sequence
repetition, illegitimate, site-specific, and homologous recombination all might have roles in different
circumstances, and at least in the case of very small repeated sequences, convergent evolution also
should be considered.
A third issue concerns genetic interaction between repeated sequences. Repeated sequences provide
homology for ectopic recombination, i.e., recombination between dispersed homologous sequences.
This will lead to chromosomal rearrangement such as duplication, deletion, inversion, and transposition
(Fig. 1). The nature of the rearrangement will depend on the positions and orientations of the repeated
sequences and also on whether the repeated sequences are on the same or different chromatids. The
schemes drawn in Fig. 1 imply reciprocal crossover events, but nonreciprocal events may happen as
well. Specifically in the case of direct repeats, nonreciprocal crossover may leave one product rejoined
but the other a nonviable, incomplete fragment. Recombination between inverted repeats, however, must
be reciprocal if a circular chromosome is to be recovered. Each type of rearrangement has distinct
consequences, with duplication and deletion obviously affecting dosage. Inversion changes gross
positional relationships between genes. This may be especially important when the position of a gene
relative to the replication origin and terminus is altered. The schemes depicted in Fig. 1 do not exhaust
the configurations of possible interactions. For example, the small circle excised in Fig. 1A could
reinsert, either into the homologous portion of a different chromosome (yielding a tandem duplication)
or into a third copy of the repeated sequence (yielding a transposition). Figure 1D depicts the

consequences of a crossover between inverted repeats on sister chromatids. The product is a complex
chromosomal dimer that cannot be resolved to monomers by a single additional crossover between the
large homologs (i.e., region 4 5 6 with 4 5 6 or region 1 2 3 with 1 2 3) since the large homologs are
themselves inverted. It could be resolved by the less frequent crossover between appropriate copies of
the repeated sequence (i.e., p [proximal] with d [distal] or p/d with p/d). This dimer would have two
replication origins, and a cell containing it would stably inherit two copies of every gene. The genetic
properties of such a cell would be striking, and the fact that such a mutant has not been reported likely
indicates that a cell harboring such a chromosome is not viable.

FIGURE 1 Crossover between sequence repeats.These schemes represent fundamental intersections
between repeated sequences,and no mechanism is implied.The repeats are shown by the arrows:d
(distal) and p (proximal).They may occur as direct repeats (A and B) or as inverted repeats (C and
D).The crossover may be between repeats present on the same chromosome (A and C) or on sister
chromatids (B and D).For schemes B and D ,the structures of the ultimate recombinant products assume
completion of the replication cycle.The unique sequences separating the repeats are designated 1 2 3
and 4 5 6 ;1 2 3 may be deleted,duplicated,or inverted with respect to 4 5 6,depending on the
configuration of the event.The repeated sequences,p and d,need not be identical,in which case the
crossovers will produce hybrid sequences p/d and d/p,distinct from either of the parental repeats.
While rearrangements will often be deleterious, this is not true in all circumstances. Duplications
will be advantageous under special conditions if they amplify a gene whose product is limiting (88, 186,
190). For example, growth on a limiting carbon source such as arabinose selects for cells with a large
duplication that enhances transport of not only the compound used for selection, but several other
compounds as well (186). An inherent property of a large tandem duplication is that it will be very
unstable because of the extensive homology available for looping out. Therefore, when conditions
change so that the large duplication becomes a burden, the duplication can be eliminated with high

frequency (5, 186). Duplication can serve as the first essential step toward acquisition of new
capabilities when it is followed by divergence of the duplicated copies (77, 93, 120).
If the repeated sequences are not identical, recombination between them can either eliminate the
differences or produce new combinations. Elimination of diversity can occur by gene conversion (in its
strict sense) or by double crossovers between divergent repeated sequences on sister chromatids. Novel
joints characteristic of rearrangements will generally be a hybrid gene (Fig. 1).
Clearly, genetic interaction between repeated sequences is a major contributor to genome plasticity.
The topic of repeated sequences in E. coli and S. typhimurium has been reviewed extensively (3, 83,
109, 149, 159–161).
FACTORS AFFECTING ECTOPIC RECOMBINATION
Several interesting mechanistic questions relate to ectopic recombination, and much recent
experimentation has focused on this deceptively complex problem. Important issues include which
recombination pathways are involved, whether the crossover is reciprocal, and how the crossover
frequency depends on physical parameters such as length, sequence, sequence divergence (for
nonidentical repeated sequences), and distance between repeats.
recA Dependence
Repetitious structures were recognized early in the study of E. coli genetics. Early examples included
lysogens with tandem prophages (138) and mutants with large chromosomal duplications (21, 22, 29,
88). A common property of these early mutants was their high degree of genetic instability. It was
observed that the duplications were rapidly lost, presumably through crossover between the tandem
repeats (Fig. 1A and B). Homologous recombination was directly implicated by the observation that a
recA mutation stabilized duplications (4, 77, 174). In a specific example, recA reduced the 6%
segregation frequency of a 164-kb tandem duplication at least 250-fold (77). It was quite surprising,
therefore, when later studies using plasmid model systems found that deletion between repeats
sometimes occurs efficiently in recA strains (33, 127, 130, 132). One way of resolving this apparent
contradiction was to hypothesize a fundamental difference in recombination pathways operating in
plasmids compared with those operating in the host chromosome. However, when deletion between 787bp repeats was tested on both plasmid and chromosome, the process was recA independent in both
settings (127). Interestingly, the deletion frequency on the chromosome was 2 orders of magnitude lower
than on the plasmid even when the arrangement of the repeats was otherwise identical. The distance
between the points of crossover strongly influences the degree of recA dependence (13). If the repeated
sequences are small and in tandem so that the crossover positions are spaced at only 300 bp, deletion
occurs in a recA-independent manner. As the distance is increased, recA dependence increases, and at a
spacing of 4 kb, deletion is highly recA dependent. Apparently, deletion between direct repeats can
occur by both recA-independent and recA-dependent pathways, but the effectiveness of the recAindependent pathway diminishes as the separation between the crossover sites increases. One model
proposed for nonreciprocal, recA-independent deletion hypothesizes that the exchange is initiated
between repeats on sister chromatids during passage of the replication fork (127). The authors speculate
that the asymmetric association of the leading and lagging strands with respect to the polymerase dimer
complex brings a proximal repeat located on one chromatid close to a distal repeat located on the sister
chromatid. Strand switching ultimately results in one chromatid with a deletion, while the other retains
the parental duplication. Such a mechanism would inherently operate most efficiently if the repeated
sequences are small and, more importantly, if they are spaced with a short periodicity. Deletion between
very large repeats or widely spaced repeats could require a different, recA-dependent mechanism. The
recA-independent deletion between 18-bp direct repeats in Bacillus subtilis is also strongly dependent on
the distance between the repeats (26). It increased 1,000-fold as the distance was increased from 33 to
2,313 bp, and the effect was observed in both plasmid and chromosomal systems.

Size
A priori there is a strong presumption that ectopic recombination frequency will increase with size of the
repeated sequence, and this has been the general observation. Below a threshold of 20 to 40 bp,
homologous recombination is very inefficient (101, 132, 180, 208). Above this threshold, its frequency
increases with length. The segregation frequency of very large chromosomal duplications also increases
with size. Segregation occurred at frequencies of 1.4 and 5.9% for 40- and 164-kb duplications,
respectively, when measured under otherwise identical conditions (77, 81). At least in this case, the
increase in frequency with size was remarkably proportional. Although recombination frequency falls
sharply when the repeats are shorter than a threshold of about 20 bp (208), sequence repetitions as small
as 8 to 17 bp are observed to recombine specifically (1, 41, 100, 194, 210). In some studies,
recombination between very short sequences was observed to be recA independent (97, 129, 132).
The major pathway for reciprocal recombination is the RecBCD pathway (101). Consistent with the
assumption that chromosomal inversion between inverted repeats must be fully reciprocal in order to
produce a viable chromosome (Fig. 1C), inversion is reduced by a recB mutation (177). Duplications, on
the other hand, which can be formed by nonreciprocal recombination, occur at comparable frequencies
in recB and recB+ backgrounds.
Sequence
Repeat size is actually a deceptive parameter to assess since increase in the size of the repeated sequence
will generally require the introduction of completely new sequence, and it may also increase the spacing
between the points of exchange. As described above, the spacing factor can be a very significant one
(13). Sequence is also clearly important (184). The best understood example of sequence influencing
crossover frequency involves the Chi sequence. This sequence motif strongly stimulates the RecBCD
recombination pathway (see chapter 119). In the context of ectopic recombination, a Chi sequence
located 2 kb away from one of two recombining homologies stimulated crossover 20-fold (45).
Sequence Divergence
Homologous recombination can occur between sequences which are similar but not identical. However,
the frequency has been shown to be sensitive to small amounts of sequence divergence, and the effect
can be quite strong (68, 180, 181). In one study, 10% sequence divergence reduced recombination 40fold (180). The mismatch repair system eliminates recombination intermediates that contain mismatched
heteroduplex (157, 181). Inactivation of mismatch repair enhances recombination between divergent
sequences (131). Reduction of recombination by sequence divergence has important implications for the
evolution of microbial genomes (154, 155). It provides a means of suppressing chromosomal
rearrangement due to crossover between naturally repeated sequences, since repeats that are somewhat
divergent will cause less rearrangement than equivalent perfect repeats (150). By the same token,
sequence divergence, once established, would be less prone to elimination by gene conversion. This
would be especially important if the divergence has functional significance. There are many examples of
protein-encoding genes that show significant sequence similarity indicating a common origin, but the
similarity is usually less than 80% (159). This degree of divergence would reduce crossover between
these gene pairs to very low levels.

Mutagens
Environmental factors strongly affect ectopic recombination. Mutagens such as UV irradiation, nitrous acid,
ethyl methanesulfonate, and niridazole greatly stimulate duplication frequency by recombination between
large repeated sequences such the rRNA genes (76) and the Rhs elements (122, 189) as well as other
duplications whose precise origins are not established (72, 86, 87). The frequency of large duplications
induced by moderate doses of UV light is remarkable, with estimates ranging from 5 to 12% of the survivors
(72, 76). The SOS response, even in the absence of mutagen damage to DNA, stimulates duplication
formation (34).
Nonpermissive Inversions
Chromosomal inversion between inversely oriented homologies has been documented extensively (79,
81, 172). However, not all chromosomal intervals are permissive for inversion (107, 158, 175, 176,
218). In at least some cases, the nonpermissiveness is not due to lethality of the final product since the
equivalent structure can be created by other means (175, 176). Furthermore, the same homologies,
located at the same chromosomal positions but with direct orientation, can recombine. It appears that
repeats placed at certain positions in the chromosome cannot participate in the reciprocal,
intrachromosomal crossover necessary for inversion.
LARGE REPEATED SEQUENCES
In E. coli and S. typhimurium, instances of large repeats that have similarities greater than 95% are rather
limited (16). Essential genes that occur as highly conserved repeated sequences are the rRNA genes, some
tRNA genes, genes for the small stable RNA component of RNase P (104, 105), and the genes for a protein
elongation factor (tufA and tufB) (2, 215). A number of other protein-encoding genes show clear homology,
but their sequence divergence is substantial (159). Accessory elements are a significant source of repetitious
DNA. Accessory elements that have been found in multiple copies include ISs and the composite Rhs
elements.
rRNA Genes
The most significant large repeated sequence in E. coli is the array of rRNA genes. Each of the seven rrn
operons encodes 16S, 23S, and 5S rRNAs, with the 16S and 23S sequences separated by a tRNA spacer (43).
Five operons are located clockwise from the origin of replication, and two are counterclockwise (Fig. 2).
Each is oriented so that it is transcribed in the same direction as it is replicated. All have tandem promoters,
and some operons encode additional tRNA species at their distal end (see chapter 13). Under conditions of
rapid growth, rrn expression accounts for over half of the cell’s transcriptional activity. The significance of
there being seven of these operons is a long-standing question. The fact that both E. coli and S. typhimurium
have seven rrn operons (117) indicates that the arrangement is both ancient and selectively maintained. The
advantage of seven could simply be one of gene dosage. Alternatively, the operons might encode rRNA
molecules with (slightly) different functions, or they might be affected differently by changes in growth
conditions. The existence of rRNA sequence divergence has been long recognized (47), but its extent has not
been clear. The recent determination of the complete sequences of five of the seven (rrnA, rrnB, rrnC, rrnE,
and rrnH) (17) may bring us closer to an understanding. Divergence is limited, and most is unique to an
individual operon, but there is a prominent exception. The five available 23S sequences are divided into two
classes (rrnB-E and rrnA-C-H) by a 13-bp segment containing eight differences (17). This segment
comprises a stem-loop (bases 1722 to 1738), and six of the substitutions are actually three pairs of
compensating stem changes (Fig. 3). The accumulation of so many compensating changes implies that
the divergence of these two versions of this stem-loop is relatively ancient. If both versions have always
been carried within the same chromosome, one or the other should have been eliminated through
conversion unless there is a selective advantage to having both (183). An alternative possibility is that

the two versions originated in different lineages and came together relatively recently in an ancestor of
the present day E. coli K-12 chromosome.

FIGURE 2 Map positions of large repetitions found in the E.coli chromosome. The spacer types and
orientations of the rnn operons are shown.The tRNA spacer types are abbreviated as follows: i-a,
tRNAIle -tRNAlB Ala ; g, tRNA2Glu ; sl-g, rsl-tRNA2Glu . Three inversion mutations between rrn operons
are indicated. The positions of the five K-12 Rhs elements and an H-rpt fragment are shown.

FIGURE 3 Alternative stem-loops of 23S RNA species. Nucleotides 1721 to 1740 of the 235 RNA of
rrnB and rrnE are shown in panel A. The corrresponding nucleotides of rrnA, rrnC, and rrnH are shown
in panel B. Positions that differ between the two are enclosed in boxes.
Differential Expression. The question of differential expression of individual rrn operons has been
directly addressed (28). Significant differences exist with regard to promoter activity in minimal
medium, response to amino acid starvation, and response to depletion of a transcription factor.

Compared with its expression at a standardized location, rrnH transcription was specifically reduced
when the gene was placed at its normal chromosomal location. Although it is not clear how these
observations relate to the fitness of the cell in natural settings, taken collectively they convincingly
establish differential expression. An early attempt at assessing the necessity of all seven operons showed
that deletion of rrnE had no observable detrimental effect even under conditions of maximum growth
(42). More recently, individual rrn operons were sequentially disrupted within the chromosome and the
mutants were tested for whether the expression of other rrn operons would increase to compensate for
the loss (27). Disruption of one or two operons had minimal effect, but disruption of a third and fourth
operon progressively reduced both growth and ribosome content. These experiments support a model for
feedback control of rRNA synthesis (96) that compensates for changes in gene copy. The mechanism of
compensation involved increases in transcription initiation of the remaining operons and, curiously, in
the rate of transcription elongation (27). The problem of rrn operon redundancy is complicated by the
diversity of the tRNA spacers. Consequently, a separate question concerns the importance of spacer
multiplicity. To assess this problem, an E. coli mutant was constructed in which three of the
spacers were replaced with spacers, leaving only the rrnG operon with a spacer (70). The growth rate
of this mutant was approximately half that of the wild type in synthetic medium, and cultures were
rapidly overgrown by variants that had converted one of their tRNAIle- spacers to a second spacer.
Taken all together, these observations suggest that gene dosage and differential expression are both factors in
the natural selection that has established seven rrn operons in E. coli and S. typhimurium.
The E. coli spacer exists in two forms, which differ in that a 106-bp sequence (called rsl) of one is
replaced by a 20-bp sequence in the other. The rrnG and rrnB operons of strain K-12 contain the rsl
version, while rrnC and rrnE contain the alternate version. However, some K-12 derivatives have had
the rsl form replaced by the alternate, presumably through recombination (71). No function has been
assigned to the rsl sequence. It is clearly not essential, because simultaneous elimination of rrnB and
rrnG, which eliminates both copies of rsl, does not cause loss of viability (27).
Genetic Exchange between rRNA Genes. Since the rRNA genes are such large sequence repeats, the
extent of genetic exchange between them is an important issue. The rRNA genes are hot spots for
chromosomal rearrangement in both E. coli (32, 76, 78) and S. typhimurium (5, 118). Rearrangements
associated with rrn recombination include duplication (5, 76), deletion (32, 82), inversion (81), and
transposition (82). Recombination between the rrnB and rrnE operons has been the focus of several
studies. They have the same orientation, and with a spacing of only 39.5 kb, they are the most closely
linked rrn operons. Recombination between them occurs spontaneously at a frequency of 0.1 × 10–3 to
0.2 × 10–3 (82). If all possible pairwise combinations of the seven rrn operons were to recombine at this
frequency, 2 to 4% of the cells in an E. coli population would bear some sort of chromosomal
rearrangement. However, a number of factors, such as orientation, distance, and possibly sequence
divergence, probably affect the frequency of specific pairwise interactions. For example, recombination
between rrnD and either rrnB or rrnE occurs at a frequency of only 10–5 (79). rrnD is oriented in
opposition to rrnB and rrnE and is separated from them by about 18 min. Nevertheless, the frequency of
10–5 is still large for a spontaneous genotypic change, and it is many orders of magnitude larger than the
frequency of base substitution. It should be noted that DNA-damaging agents such as UV irradiation can
increase the frequency of rrn recombination by at least 2 orders of magnitude (76, 79).
Given the frequency of crossover between rrn operons, the apparent stability of the genetic map of
the enteric bacteria is remarkable (160, 168). Despite the divergence of the E. coli and S. typhimurium
genomes by roughly 1 million base substitutions, the gross linkage maps, particularly the positions of
the rrn operons, are highly similar. At least three exchanges between rrn operons have, in fact, occurred
either in the natural population or without immediate recognition in early laboratory stocks. E. coli K-12
and S. typhimurium LT2 differ by a reciprocal exchange of spacers between rrnD and rrnB (117), and
there has been a conversion of the rrnB spacer carried by the subline of E. coli K-12 that contains
Cavalli Hfr (see above). In addition, an inversion, IN(rrnD-rrnE)1, occurred in another E. coli K-12
subline that contains such commonly used strains as W3110 and W3102 (81). IN(rrnD-rrnE)1 involves
18 min of the chromosome, and the replication origin is 6 min from the rrnE end (Fig. 2). The

IN(rrnD-rrnE)1 mutation causes a 2.7% growth disadvantage, probably reflecting displacement of genes
outside the inversion toward or away from the replication origin (79). A larger inversion, IN(rrnGrrnE), which is much more asymmetric with respect to the origin, has severely detrimental effects (79).
Another large and extremely asymmetric inversion, IN(29–78), also has severely detrimental effects
(126). The IN(29–78) inversion was shown experimentally to affect relative gene dosages along the
rapidly replicating chromosome (31). Gene expression can be affected by the distance of the gene from
the origin in a manner that correlates with the predicted gene dosage gradient in a population of partially
replicated chromosomes (173). Another possible effect of inversions is to alter the relative positions of
the origin and the terminus of replication if they span the origin asymmetrically. This symmetry is
important for cell growth (125). Consistent with these ideas is the observation that the IN(rrnG-rrnH)
inversion is relatively harmless despite its huge size (70). While IN(rrnG-rrnH) includes half of the
chromosome, it is virtually symmetrical with respect to the origin (Fig. 2). The implication is that
although rearrangements mediated by rrn operon recombination, as well as those derived by other
means, may be present at high levels in all populations, the combination of growth disadvantage and
frequent reversion to wild type would prevent the establishment of mutant clones in nature (79). In
contrast to the conservation of chromosomal organization seen for E. coli and S. typhimurium, recent
results with Salmonella typhi show that its chromosomal organization differs considerably and that a
series of inversions and transpositions between rrn operons can account for much of the rearrangement
(S.-L. Liu and K. E. Sanderson, personal communication).
The efficiency of mating between S. typhimurium and E. coli is strongly reduced by the general level
of sequence divergence (131, 157). A high proportion of the infrequent recombinants are merodiploid
(9). If markers in the intervals between the rrn operons are selected in interspecies conjugation,
merodiploid recombinants are particularly prevalent (119). The rrn operons evidently have two
significant roles. First, the rrn operons of E. coli and S. typhimurium are much more conserved than
most genes and are more efficient sites for crossover. Second, their repetition provides opportunity for
unequal recombination leading to duplication. Consequently, the interspecies merodiploids can retain a
full set of recipient genes and thus avoid possible incompatible combinations. ISs, which can be highly
conserved between species (14, 15), might serve a similar role in facilitating interspecies transfer by
providing long stretches of sequence identity.
tRNA Genes
Many tRNA genes are present in multiple copies in E. coli, and they are organized in a variety of ways
(51, 103). The example of the tRNA genes in rrn operon spacers has already been mentioned. In
addition, both rrnC and rrnH encode at their distal ends (43). Beyond these cases, identical tRNA genes
sometimes occur as tandem repeats in the same transcription unit. Examples include (99), (92, 103),
and (39), all of which occur as tandem triplications, , which occurs as a tandem quadruplication (103),
and , which occurs as a tandem duplication. Interestingly, genes for and occur in additional single
copies, unlinked to the triplicate versions (51). The metT operon presents a particularly complex
arrangement. In this operon, duplicate copies of and occur in tandem, while duplicates of are separated
by other tRNA genes. In those cases where the duplicate copies are in the same transcription unit, the
advantage of the arrangement would seem to be simply the capacity for more product. When the genes
are unlinked, the possibility of differential control should be considered. A correlation seems to exist
between tRNA gene multiplicity and codon usage. For example, , which translates the preferred glycine
codons GGU and GGC (178), is present in four copies, while the species responsible for the rarer
codons, GGA and GGG, are present as single copies (85). Similarly , present in four copies, translates
the preferred leucine codon CAG. The tRNA sequences of S. typhimurium and E. coli tend to be highly
conserved and often identical. Recombination between tandem copies of tRNA genes has been observed
(99, 164).

IS Elements
Several IS elements are present in multiple copies in both E. coli and S. typhimurium (see chapter 111).
Independent natural isolates tend to have distinctive IS profiles, although closely related strains show
statistically significant conservation of IS position (67, 114, 115, 170). The IS patterns of strain
subclones can vary considerably (140, 199). Aside from potential to cause rearrangement through sitespecific recombination, IS elements provide sites for homology-dependent chromosomal rearrangement.
There are numerous reports of repeated ISs serving as endpoints for deletions, duplications, and large
inversions (106, 126, 169, 192, 198, 199). Their role in F-factor integration is particularly important
(30). At least for IS5, this recombination is homology dependent and recA dependent, and it does not
depend on element-encoded functions (193). IS elements have been implicated in the creation of an
interesting genetic redundancy found in E. coli K-12. Ornithine carbamoyltransferase of E. coli K-12 is
unusual in that this enzyme is encoded by two unlinked loci, argI and argF (201). While clearly
homologous, these genes share only 78% nucleotide identity. The argF locus is absent from E. coli B
and W (116). In K-12, the argF locus is flanked by IS1 elements (90, 216). This duplicate gene likely
evolved in a related species and entered a progenitor of strain K-12 facilitated by the IS1 elements.
Prophage Insertion Sites
Some classes of temperate phage insert into the host chromosome by site-specific mechanisms that
recognize both phage and host attachment sites. These sites share a homologous core sequence (24). In
the case of lambda, the identity segment is 15 bp. Generally speaking, the crossover occurs within the
identity segment, and once integrated, the prophage is flanked by duplicate copies of the homology. A
number of phage or phagelike elements integrate within host structural genes. The attachment site of
these phages contains the 3′end of the target gene so that it replaces the portion of the gene displaced by
the integration. The consequence of this mechanism is that the target gene remains intact, and the
prophage is flanked by duplications of the 3′end of the gene. Both protein and tRNA genes are used for
attachment. For example, e14 (80), phage 21 (24), and Atlas (24, 134) all integrate into protein genes.
The gene used by both e14 and 21 is the icd (isocitrate dehydrogenase) locus. P22 inserts into a
threonine tRNA gene (24), DLP12 inserts into an arginine tRNA gene (123), and P4 inserts into a
leucine tRNA gene (151). In each case, the displaced 3′end is replaced by an equivalent sequence from
the phage.
Rhs Elements
A major source of repeated sequence in the E. coli K-12 genome is the Rhs element family (122). The
five Rhs elements of strain K-12 have been mapped (Fig. 2) and sequenced (49, 166, 217). These
unusual elements are complex composites of distinct components. Some components are conserved,
while others are divergent or even unique. The largest Rhs element is 9.6 kb long, and collectively the
elements comprise 0.8% of K-12 DNA. Recombination between conserved portions of RhsA and RhsB
produces a characteristic duplication that includes 3% of the chromosome (hence the name
“rearrangement hot spot”) (25, 122). Generation of this specific duplication is recA dependent, and there
is no indication that it requires a specific Rhs function (122).
Rhs Organization. The most prominent Rhs component is a 3.7-kb Rhs core (Fig. 4A), and core
homology is present in each of the five K-12 elements (Fig. 4B). This core maintains a single open
reading frame (ORF) throughout its length, with the start codon coinciding with the first base of the
homology. Remarkably, the respective core ORFs extend up to 177 codons beyond the homology. Thus,
the Rhs elements are predicted to produce a set of roughly 160-kDa proteins with long, conserved N
termini and shorter, dissimilar C termini. The core ORF is immediately followed by another ORF,
termed the downstream ORF. Typically, the downstream ORFs contain from 100 to 200 codons, and
each is predicted to have a signal sequence for export across the inner membrane (217). In two cases,

this capability was proven through protein fusions with alkaline phosphatase (84). Like the adjacent core
extensions, most of the downstream ORFs are unique, showing no homology with other downstream
ORFs. An additional Rhs component is an insertion sequence, the H-rpt. Classification of the H-rpt as an
IS is based in part on its homology to IS elements in other organisms. In both Vibrio cholerae (191) and
Salmonella enterica serovar Strasbourg (212), homologous sequences are found at the rfb locus, linked
to determinants of O-antigen variation. An H-rpt homolog in Aeromonas salmonicida has been shown to
have transposition activity (69). This element, ISAS2, is 57% similar to the H-rpt over 335 amino acids.
No individual Rhs element has precisely the structure depicted in Fig. 4A. The left half of the core of
RhsE is deleted. The H-rpt can be absent, defective, or present in multiple copies. In some elements, the
distal portion of the core is repeated one or more times, and each core repetition is accompanied by an
additional core extension and downstream ORF (165). Not all natural E. coli strains have Rhs elements,
and comparison of E. coli strains with and without Rhs elements has been used to define the boundaries
(49). Different Rhs elements replace from 10 to 807 bp of the reference chromosome (49, 217), and
RhsD replaces a 224-bp bacterial interspersed mosaic element (BIME) (166). A general observation of
accessory elements is that their ends are related by some kind of sequence repetition, but no sequence
similarities are observed when the termini of the Rhs elements are compared. This holds both when the
left end of an element is compared with its right end and when the ends of different elements are
compared.
The Rhs Core. The most striking feature of the Rhs core ORF is a peptide motif that is repeated 28
times (49). The motif can be written xxGxxRYxYDxxGRL(I or T)xxxx, and in one cluster, it repeats
with an average periodicity of 21 amino acids. This large protein is predicted to be strongly hydrophilic,
but it has a hydrophobic region near the N terminus that could serve as a membrane anchor. It has been
proposed that the core proteins are ligand-binding proteins of the cell surface (217). This idea received
strong support from the report of a wall-associated protein (WAPA) of B. subtilis (50). WAPA is an
abundant, nonessential protein. It is derived from a giant precursor encoded by a 7,002-bp ORF, and its
C-terminal domain contains 31 copies of a motif that closely resembles the Rhs motif. The Rhs motif
also resembles motifs associated with bacterial cell surface proteins involved with carbohydrate binding
(207, 211). If the core protein is a cell surface component, the mechanism of its export is problematic
because it does not have a good signal sequence. A possible function of the downstream ORFs, which
do have signal peptides, is to assist export of the core protein (84).
Rhs Origins. The Rhs cores fall into three distinct subfamilies based upon sequence divergence. The
RhsA-B-C and the RhsD-E subfamilies are about 22% divergent at the nucleotide level, while divergence
within the subfamilies is limited to between 1 and 4% (166, 217). The prototype of a third subfamily,
RhsG, has been detected in other strains of E. coli, and partial sequence analysis indicates that RhsG is
about 22% divergent from each of the other two (84). This degree of mutual divergence is greater than
that observed for homologous genes in E. coli and S. typhimurium (143). The cores of all three
subfamilies have G+C contents of about 62%, while the core extensions and downstream ORFs are only
35% G+C. Both of these values are significantly different from the 51% value found for the average E.
coli gene. Our picture of Rhs evolution is a complex one. Apparently, the cores evolved into three
subfamilies in a high-GC-content species. Separately, the core extension/downstream ORF combinations
evolved in a high-AT-content species, diverging to a much greater degree. Much more recently, the
components joined and entered the E. coli species. It seems especially significant that despite the
relatively ancient divergence of the RhsA and RhsD cores, both have the same 28 repetitions of the Rhs
peptide motif (166). This finding suggests that the motif repetitions were in place at the time of
divergence, and that strong selective pressures exist for maintaining this aspect of Rhs structure.

FIGURE 4 Structure of the Rhs elements. (A) The various Rhs components are shown in their usual
positions in an idealized composite element. The boxes denoting different components are identified in
the diagram,and the thin line denotes flanking genomic DNA. ORFs are indicated by the arrows,and the
repetitions of the peptide motif are marked by bars within core ORF. (B) Schematic representation of the
organization of the five Rhs elements of E.coli K-12. The symbols are in panel A. Note that no specific
element has exactly the idealized structure depicted in panel A. Partial core repetitions found in RhsA,
RhsC, RhsD generally contain the 3' end of the core and are followed by unique A+T-rich core
extensions. The exceptional core fragment is a small piece from the 5' end found in RhsD.
SMALL EXTRAGENIC HIGHLY REPEATED SEQUENCES
In noncoding regions, the E. coli and S. typhimurium genomes contain a number of highly repetitive
sequences (usually more than 30 to 50 occurrences per genome). Despite the fact that they are highly
repeated, they do not constitute more than 2% of the total bacterial DNA. This explains why they were
not detected by the classic C0t analysis, which revealed eukaryotic highly recurrent sequences (19). They
were essentially discovered in the last 12 years or so, usually by inspection or computer analysis of
sequence data or by hybridization experiments. As the sequencing of the E. coli genome progresses to
completion, computer analysis should lead to an exhaustive listing of such sequences and may reveal yet
unsuspected relationships between them.
This section deals with the six classes of highly repetitive sequences which have been identified so
far (Table 1). These sequences are rather short, in comparison with IS sequences, for example, do not
usually encode proteins, and are in all cases except one (iap sequences) dispersed throughout the
chromosome. They will be presented in the following order: BIMEs, with a review of their possible
functions, intergenic repeat units (IRUs), box C sequences, RSA sequences, iap sequences, and Ter
sequences (a class of rho-independent terminators).

BIMEs
Structure and Evolution. BIMEs are highly repetitive sequences found initially in the genomes of E.
coli and S. typhimurium (64, 65). About 500 BIMEs are scattered over the whole bacterial chromosome,
where they appear to be homogeneously distributed. BIMEs are found in extragenic locations at the 3′
ends of operons or between two genes of an operon, but rarely upstream of the first gene of an operon,
and as far as we know, they are transcribed.
BIMEs are a mosaic combination of several short sequence motifs (64). One of these motifs, called
PU (for palindromic unit) or REP (for repetitive extragenic palindromic) (Fig. 5), is present in all BIMEs
and was the first to be described as a palindromic repetitive sequence (75). PUs occur usually in clusters
in which they are associated with several sequences (called extra-PU sequences), belonging to a total of
seven possible motifs.
BIMEs are composed of 10 short DNA motifs. The description of BIMEs in terms of their
component motifs requires that each motif be clearly defined and named. This is done in the rest of this
section, which primarily establishes the nomenclature.
Two types of PUs, Y and Z, have been distinguished according to the seventh position of the
consensus, which is a G and a T, respectively. There are two PU motifs of the Y type, called Y and Y*,
and two of the Z type, called Z1 and Z2 (8, 63). These motifs differ in size and in sequence (Fig. 5). Y*
motifs are smaller than typical PUs (15 to 22 bp), are located between convergent operons, and are used
as bidirectional rho-independent transcription terminators (see below).
When a BIME contains several PUs, successive occurrences of PUs are separated by short sequences
(of up to 40 bp), which we called extra-PU sequences (64) (Table 2). Because of the strict alternation of
successive PU orientations within clusters, extra-PU sequences are located either between the head ends
of the two flanking PUs (and are called head internal sequences) or between the tail ends of the two
flanking PUs (and are called tail internal sequences). Head internal sequences can be separated into two
motifs, S (12- to 14-bp-long sequences) and L (32- to 34-bp-long sequences). There is a consensus for
the L motif, which contains the consensus of an integration host factor (IHF)-binding site in its central
part (18, 147). The S sequences are less conserved (Table 2). Two short motifs called s and l belong to
the tail internal sequences. A third group of tail internal sequences called r is composed of a few
sequences ranging from 18 to 31 bp which do not exhibit any sequence similarity. Two external motifs,
flanking the tail end of the last PU, are present in a subset of BIMEs (reviewed in reference 65). They
are juxtaposed either to a Z-type PU (called the A motif) or to a Y-type PU (called the B motif).

FIGURE 5 Three E. coli PU motifs. The consensus sequences of the three PU motifs are aligned. Ytype PUs are 38 bp long and posses a G at the seventh position. Z-type PUs possess a T at position 7 and
are subdivided into zi (33 bp long) and Z2 (40 bp long). Below the three motifs is given the consensus
previously found for PUs (57).Sequences similar among the three consensus sequences are boxed and
similar among the three consensus sequences are boxed and numbered I to V. The lower part of the
figure shows a schematic drawing of a PU;the triangle indicates its orientation, from the tail end to the
head end.In previous publications, "tail" was named "left" and "head" was named "right".
TABLE 1
Sequence
BIME

Box C
IRU

RSA
Iap
Ter

Main properties of extragenic highly repetitive sequences
Size (bp)
Bacterial hosts
40–500
Escherichia coli/Shigella spp.; Salmonella
typhimurium; Levinea, Citrobacter,
Klebsiella, and Enterobacter spp.
56
Escherichia coli/Shigella spp.; Klebsiella
pneumoniae; Rhizobium spp.
127
Escherichia coli/Shigella spp.; Salmonella
typhimurium; Citrobacter, Levinea,
Erwinia, Klebsiella, Vibrio, Serratia,
Yersinia, and Xenorhabdus spp.
152
Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhimurium,
Erwinia carotovora
29
Escherichia coli, Shigella dysenteriae,
Salmonella typhimurium
30
Escherichia coli

Tropism for location
IRU (S. typhimurium)
Box C (E. coli)

Exchange
IRU (malE-F in K. oxytoca; glnA-L in S. typhimurium)
Box C (araA-D in K. pneumoniae)

BIME (E. coli)

RSA (envM in S. typhimurium)

BIME (S. typhimurium)
IRU (X. luminescens)

BIME (glnA-L in S. typhimurium; malE-F in
K. oxytoca)

Box C (envM in E. coli)

Two major BIME families. BIMEs with more than two PUs can be described as direct repetitions
of a given association of PUs and extra-PU motifs. It is noteworthy that even for extra-PU motifs with
poor sequence conservation (the S motif or the r sequences), the sequence similarity of two motifs
within the same BIME is higher than for sequences originating from two different BIMEs (64).
BIME organization is variable, since these elements may contain different numbers of PUs (from 1
to 12) and since PUs can be associated with several motifs among a total of seven. However, E. coli
BIMEs containing at least two PUs belong to two major BIME families, called BIME-1 and BIME-2
(Fig. 6) (8). Members of the BIME-1 family are composed of only two PUs, one Y and one Z1,
associated with an L motif. The external motifs A and B are frequently found in BIME-1. Members of

the BIME-2 family are BIMEs with 2 to 12 PUs, which are Y and Z2, and are associated with the motifs
S and s or l. External motifs are rarely present in BIME-2. Another difference between the two families
is that BIME-1 members are mostly located after the last gene of an operon (18, 147), while BIME-2
members are located either between genes or after the last gene of an operon. However, the two families
seem evenly distributed on the E. coli chromosome. The presence of two major BIME families on the E.
coli chromosome could reflect a functional specialization of these sequences (see below).
TABLE 2 Extra-PU motifs in BIMEs
Extra-PU motifsa
Schematic
representation
Head internal sequences

Tail internal sequences

Tail external sequences

Motif name and size (bp)
L, 32–34
S, 12–14
l, 8–9
s, 1
r, 18–30
A, 20
B, 20

Consensusb
AAAGCATGCAAATTCAATATATAT
TGCAGRRATCR
RWTYSGCAMCRACT
CGSWGCAC
C
TTTGCGTTTGTCATCAGTCT
AACAAAGCGCACTTTGTCAR

a

Internal sequences are between two successive PUs, while external sequences form the border of the BIME, and flank
only one PU. Head internal sequences (HIS) and tail internal sequences (TIS) are located respectively between the head
ends and the tail ends of flanking PUs. Tail external sequences (TES) flank the tail end of the last PU of the BIME. In
previous publications, tail was named “left” and head was named “right.”
b
R = A or G; Y = C or T; M = A or C; W = A or T.

BIMEs in other bacteria. BIME motifs were first identified in E. coli because of the high number
of chromosomal sequences known in this species. However, BIME-like sequences were identified
recently in other bacteria. For example, PUs are known in S. typhimurium and relatives and also in
several Klebsiella species and relatives (6, 56, 62). In these bacteria, some structural features of the PU
are identical to those of E. coli, but their sequences are species specific. The more divergent PU
sequences are found in bacterial species that belong to phylogenetically more distant groups. For
example, the major difference between S. typhimurium and E. coli PUs is the presence of an additional
base pair in S. typhimurium sequences (underlined in Fig. 7), while Klebsiella PUs exhibit sequence
singularities other than this additional base pair (not shown) (6). As in E. coli, there are several PU
motifs in S. typhimurium; we were able to identify four different PU motifs (S. Bachellier, E. Gilson,
and M. Hofnung, unpublished data), three of them being homologous to the E. coli Y, Z1, and Z2 motifs
(Fig. 7). S. typhimurium PUs are associated with short sequences in a BIME-like structure. However, the
sizes of extra-PU sequences are more variable than in E. coli; hence no consensus was determined, and
no hybridization was obtained on the S. typhimurium DNA with the E. coli L motif as a probe (64). In
conclusion, while BIMEs are present in S. typhimurium, their components, other than the PUs, are
different in the two bacteria. This is not the case in Klebsiella species, in which the sizes of the extra-PU
motifs are homogeneous and in some cases identical to the sizes of E. coli motifs (not shown) (6).
BIME intraspecific variations. To gain insight on the DNA rearrangements associated with BIME
regions in E. coli, we undertook a systematic comparison, in 42 of the 72 strains forming the ECOR
collection (144), of a subset of intergenic regions containing BIMEs in E. coli K-12. The observed
BIME local variations between strains are described below.
BIMEs belonging to the BIME-2 family exhibit a polymorphism of repetition: the motifs present in
the BIMEs are the same in all strains, but the number of repetitions of the BIME-2 basic motif
combination is different than in E. coli K-12. As deduced from the phylogenetic relationships of ECOR
strains (74), there can be either an increase or a decrease of this number of repetitions (Bachellier et al.,
unpublished data). Different mechanisms could explain such a result. It has been shown that DNA
polymerase I (Pol I) can generate a polymorphism of repetition because of DNA strand slippage during a
process called reiterative replication (108). It is worth noting that BIME DNA has affinity for Pol I (see

FIGURE 6 Two major BIME families. The upper part represents the schematic organization of BIMEs.
Successive occurrences of PUs have alternate orientations and are separated by short extra-PU motifs.
According to the ends of the PUs flanking these motifs, they are called head internal or tail internal
sequences. In some BIMEs, the tail end of the last PU is flanked by a motif and hence called tail
external. The lower part shows the structural organizations of the two major BIME families. BIME-1 is
composed of two PUs (Z1 and Y), separated by the L motif and often associated with the two external
motifs. BIME-2 contains a variable number of motifs; the PUs are Z2 and Y and are associated with the
S motif and to either s or 1.
below) (61). This affinity could cause pausing of the polymerase at BIME DNA, favoring the slippage
reaction. It is also possible that homologous recombination events occur within a single BIME, leading
to the deletion of a part of the element.
Members of the BIME-1 family do not vary locally. The BIME structure is invariant, but in two
cases, we observed no BIME in the intergenic regions of several ECOR strains, while the E. coli K-12
region had one (Bachellier et al., unpublished data). Such a result could be explained either by a deletion
of the BIME in some ECOR strains or by an insertion of BIME-1 in K-12 and the other ECOR strains.
As in the two intergenic regions the BIMEs are flanked by direct repetitions of non-BIME sequences,
the deletions can easily be explained by homologous recombination events between the repeats.
Conversely, it can be hypothesized that the direct repeats originate from the duplication of the BIME
insertion site, as has been described for transposable elements. However, the sizes of the repeats in the
two regions (30 and 34 bp) are larger than the average size of IS target site duplication, for example (3
to 13 bp) (54).

BIME spreading and sequence homogenization.
Spreading. The interspersed distribution of BIMEs on the bacterial chromosome suggests that these
sequences have been dispersed. However, their transposition has never been reported, which could
indicate that the mechanism(s) used for their spreading has been lost or occurs at a very low frequency.
Many hypotheses for BIME spreading can be imagined, according to known mechanisms, such as (i)
formation of a duplex DNA molecule (slDNA) in the presence of a stable stem-loop structure during
replication (146) or (ii) reverse transcription of BIME-containing mRNAs by Pol I or specialized reverse
transcriptases originating from retrons (113, 121) or group II introns (48), which are found in several E.
coli strains. In addition, since BIMEs do not possess an ORF which could lead to the synthesis of
proteins used for their own transposition, it can be hypothesized that there are on the chromosome a few
copies of active or complete elements leading to the synthesis of proteins involved in their spreading. Such a
phenomenon has already been described for several eukaryotic repeated sequences (for example, L1 [46]). It
can also be hypothesized that BIME spreading relies on proteins of other transposable elements, like ISs,
and/or on host proteins. It has indeed been shown that IS transposition requires some bacterial proteins,
namely, DNA Pol I, DNA gyrase, and IHF (for a review, see reference 54; see also chapter 124), which are
known to interact specifically with BIME DNA (see below).
Homogenization. The sequences of the BIME motifs exhibit a high level of species specificity (see
previous section). This had already been reported for eukaryotic repeated sequences and attributed to
“concerted” evolution (for reviews, see references 36 and 37). Two major models have been established
to explain the mechanisms of sequence homogenization. The first is a succession of nucleotide sequence
variations of the repeats, but new sequences appear in the genome, from intact copies, through a
mechanism of duplicative transposition. The second model, called gene conversion, involves
nonreciprocal information transfer between two repeats (reviewed in reference 36). In the case of
BIMEs, the presence of different extra-PU motifs could avoid frequent exchanges between nonidentical
BIMEs, leading to the fixation of the two major families (BIME-1 and BIME-2).
BIMEs as Multifunctional Genetic Elements. BIME sequences appear to participate in seemingly
disparate functions: transcription, translation, chromosome organization, and stability. However, it is
still unknown whether BIMEs are essential for bacterial viability. If such a role exists, it does not require
all of the BIMEs present on the chromosome since the removal of one has no effect on cell growth
(187).
Here, we summarize work on the multiple processes in which BIMEs have been shown to be
involved. Finally, we present a model that attempts to explain this functional diversity in terms of
different combinations of BIME motifs and of sequence context. This leads to the idea that
noncoding repeated DNA can be a source of different functions through a number of sequence
variations within or around BIMEs.
BIMEs and gene expression. BIMEs were first described as potential regulatory sequences because
of their palindromic nature and ability to form stable stem-loop structures in transcribed RNA (75). In
fact, among the BIMEs examined, many but not all participate in the stabilization of the 3′end of
mRNA and subsequently in the expression of the upstream gene; a small subset is implicated in a rhoindependent transcription termination event, and only one seems to be involved in the translational
control at the ribosome binding site.
mRNA turnover and retroregulation. In numerous operons, the gene located upstream of BIMEs has
a much higher expression level than the downstream gene. For example, in the S. typhimurium hisJQMP
and E. coli malEFG and deoCABD operons, the first gene, followed by one BIME-2 sequence, is
expressed at up to 40 times the level of the distal genes (57, 142, 187, 200). The mRNA corresponding
to the proximal gene is overrepresented compared with the full-size transcript of the operon, with a 3′
end located precisely in the BIME-2 region. Since deletions within the BIME-2 region decrease both the
expression of the proximal gene and the amount of the transcript ending at BIME-2, it was proposed that
BIMEs act as retroregulators by stabilizing the mRNA of the upstream gene. This stabilization, probably
due to a protection of the RNA against a 3′
-5′exonuclease activity, can be explained by the ability of

BIME-2 RNA to form complex secondary structures. However, the extent of this BIME-2 effect cannot
account for all of the differential expression observed in these operons. Indeed, a total deletion of the
BIME-2 sequence between hisJ and hisQ leads to only a twofold decrease in the expression of hisJ
(188). This effect on mRNA stability is not confined to BIMEs located between two genes of the same
operon but holds for BIMEs located at the distal end of an operon (for example, glyA [152] and gdhA
[11]).
In summary, both BIME-1 and BIME-2 sequences can participate in the differential expression
within polycistronic operons by protecting the proximal part of the mRNA against exonucleolytic
degradation. This effect depends on the number of PU motifs present within the BIME, since one PU
does not stabilize mRNA (142), and on the structure of the transcript outside BIME, since the same
BIME has different mRNA stabilization effects according to the operon into which it is inserted (219).
Although the increase in the upstream gene expression is modest, it can be of biological importance in
some operons. Indeed, the removal of part of the BIME-2 sequence in the malEFG operon leads to a
decrease in malE expression and to a partial defect in maltose utilization (142).
We believe that this stabilization effect cannot account for the high level of BIME sequence
conservation for the following reasons. (i) The presence or absence of BIME-2 in the glpK-X intergenic
region has no effect on transport or on growth on glycerol (196). (ii) Insertion of the hisJQ BIME-2
downstream of the atpH gene does not affect the half-life of the corresponding mRNA (219). (iii) Since
any stem-loop structure is sufficient to stabilize upstream RNA, for example as observed in the
regulation of λint expression by sib (171) or in the maturation of the 3′end of the trp operon (139), it is
difficult to involve RNA stabilization as an explanation for the sequence conservation of BIMEs, in
particular for the nonpalindromic extra-PU motifs.
The BIME-2 of the rplL-rpoB region includes an RNase III processing site in one PU motif (57).
The sequence of this PU is atypical: the upper part of the stem-loop is missing. Interestingly, some loose
homology exists between the lower part and a known RNase III site in phage T7 (57). No other evidence
exists for an association of a PU with RNase III processing. In particular, the BIME-2 present in the
hisJ-Q region is not processed by RNase III in vitro (187).
BIMEs and translation initiation.The removal of the hisJ-Q BIME affects both the expression of the
upstream hisJ gene (see above) and the translation of the downstream hisQ gene (188). The secondary
structures that can be adopted in the RNA of the intergenic region could modify the accessibility of the
ribosome binding site.
Functional organization of the bacterial chromatin. The observation that BIMEs specifically bind
nucleoid-associated proteins (60) could provide a plausible cause for BIME sequence homogeneity. It
has been shown that DNA gyrase (213), DNA Pol I (61), and IHF (18, 147) are able to specifically
recognize BIME DNA. Gyrase and Pol I interact with the PU motif, while IHF binds in the center of the
L motif (Fig. 8).
BIME-DNA Pol I complexes. Starting from a crude E. coli extract, two moieties which specifically
protect a BIME-2 DNA against digestion with exonuclease III were purified. One of these involved Pol
I. This interaction requires the presence of the PU motif. The other activity is less characterized but has
been shown to be devoid of DNA gyrase (61). This finding was the first evidence that Pol I is able to
bind intact duplex DNA. Whether BIME-1 DNA is also able to bind Pol I is not known.

.

FIGURE 7 Four PU motifs in S. typhimurium. PU sequences of S. typhimurium were subdivided,
according to size and sequence, into four groups, for which a consensus was found. Groups A, B, and C
present sequence similarities with the E. coli Y, Z1, and Z2 motifs, respectively. Sequences of group D are
not homologous to any E. coli motif and could constitute a new PU motif specific to the S. typhimurium
genome. Positions of the sequences which differ from the consensus are in lowercase letters; dashes
represent gaps that have been introduced to maximize the alignments; dots indicate when a sequence is not
known; the positions underlined in the four consensus sequences are not present in the E. Coli PUs. Each
sequence is identified by the names of the flanking gens (as in Table 7).

FIGURE 8 Summary of the known DNA-protein interactions occurring at BIME DNA. DNA Pol I
and DNA gyrase both interact with the PU motifs, while IHF binds at the center of the L motif.
The functional significance of this interaction is still a matter of speculation. BIME DNA could
serve as a preferred entry site for Pol I, providing a specific pausing site for the polymerization reaction
or playing a role in replication fidelity. A possible effect of the BIME-Pol I interaction is the
amplification of BIME regions (see above).
BIME-gyrase complexes. Purified gyrase binds specifically to the PU motif of BIMEs (213).
Differences in binding affinity of up to threefold have been observed between the different PU motifs
and between BIME-1 and BIME-2, with the order Y > Z2 > Z1 and BIME-2 > BIME-1 (7, 8). From
these findings, the following determinants for an efficient BIME-gyrase interaction are revealed. (i) PU
motif appears to be the basic sequence recognized by gyrase. Interestingly, a critical size of 7 to 9
nucleotides (nt) in the central part of the PU seems important for an efficient binding, and sequence
variability in this part of the PU can account for the differences in affinity that we observed between the
three PU motifs (8). This finding strongly suggests that the two external parts of the PU, which are
highly conserved between the different motifs, are directly recognized by gyrase only if a proper spacing
between them is respected (7 to 9 nt).
(ii) In BIME-1 DNA, it appears that a particular arrangement of PU sequences impairs an efficient
PU DNA-gyrase interaction (7). The L sequence is slightly bent, as revealed by a circular permutation
assay (18). This DNA curvature could be unfavorable for a proper wrapping of DNA around gyrase
(10). In BIME-2 DNA, the spacing between two PUs seems optimum to allow a proper wrapping around
gyrase. The high gyrase affinity for BIME-2 DNA could be due to a binding of one gyrase dimer on a Y
and a Z2 sequence. Gyrase DNase I footprinting on a BIME-2 sequence has revealed a protected region
covering both PUs, substantiating this hypothesis (213).
The fact that PU and BIME DNAs are specific binding sites for gyrase does not imply that they
represent sites of catalysis. No strong cleavage site induced by oxolinic acid has been mapped within a
BIME-2 DNA (213). A binding site in pBR322 that is not a cleavage site has also been mapped (102).
This shows that a binding site does not necessarily define a site of cleavage and catalysis. For example,
BIMEs could be preferred sites of gyrase binding without catalysis: gyrase could enter into BIME DNA
and then move along DNA or, alternatively, BIME DNA could be a stop sequence for gyrase movement.
Evidence for such a linear diffusion of eukaryotic topoisomerase II has been reported (89, 148).
BIME-IHF complexes. Purified IHF binds specifically to all L DNA sequences examined (18, 147).
Indeed, the central part of the L motif includes an ihf consensus sequence (YAANNNNTTGATW) (55).
For this reason, the L-containing BIMEs were called RIP, for repetitive IHF-binding palindromic
elements (147), or RIB, for reiterative IHF-BIME (18). Since all of the L motifs are present in a BIME-1

structure and since the ihf consensus is highly conserved within the L sequences (18, 64), most, if not
all, of the RIP/RIB elements belong to the BIME-1 family.
IHF is known to play a role in various processes, including site- specific recombination,
transcriptional regulation, and replication (reviewed in reference 52). Since IHF binding induces a
strong bend of 140° and since an IHF-binding site can be functionally replaced by an intrinsic curved
sequence, it is believed that the main function of IHF is to facilitate the formation of higher-order
protein-DNA complexes.
Higher-order nucleoprotein complexes at BIME DNA.At least three proteins have been shown to
specifically bind BIME DNA in vitro: DNA gyrase, DNA Pol I, and IHF (Fig. 8). Evidence for the
occurrence of these interactions in living cells is still lacking, except for IHF–BIME-1 complexes that
have been shown to be formed in vivo (43a). A synergistic fixation of gyrase and IHF on BIME-1 has
been observed in vitro (7). This cooperativity suggests that the inefficient binding between BIME-1 and
gyrase is relieved by IHF. Changing the bend angle in the L motif can lead to a spatial closeness of both
PUs, now in a favorable arrangement to wrap around gyrase. In this hypothesis, it is worth noting that
the length of a BIME-1 DNA (the consensus has 144 nt) is within the range of the size of DNA wrapped
around gyrase (120 to 140 nt) (156). This model is also in good agreement with a previously proposed
role for IHF in the formation of higher-order specialized nucleoprotein structures (40) by the proper
alignment of distant protein-binding sites. This model does not exclude a direct interaction between both
proteins, but evidence for such an interaction is lacking (53). An increase in gyrase binding on BIME-2
DNA has been reported in the presence of HU, another histone-like protein that binds DNA with low
specificity and that introduces a DNA curvature (214) (for a review on HU, see reference 38).
On the basis of the specific binding for gyrase, BIMEs have been proposed to be the counterpart of
the eukaryotic scaffold-associated regions (58, 213), which are in vivo binding sites for topoisomerase II
(98); scaffold-associated-region DNA is believed to be involved in the formation of chromatin loops and
independent topological domains (for a recent review, see reference 162). Since BIMEs are almost
exclusively located within transcriptional units, BIME-gyrase interactions could also be involved in the
removal of positive supercoils generated ahead of RNA polymerase during transcription (18, 124). The
presence of an IHF-binding site in some BIMEs suggests the formation of multiprotein-DNA complexes
(reviewed in reference 52). The formation of such higher-order structures reinforces the idea that BIMEs
play an important role in the architecture of the bacterial chromosome (18).
Redundancy and functional specialization. BIMEs are functionally diverse (see above), and a
clear relationship can be drawn between the different BIME functions and variations in their own
organization and in their flanking sequences. For example, (i) a subclass of PU (Y* [63]), and not the
other PU sequences, is implicated in bidirectional transcription termination; (ii) only BIME-1 DNA
binds specifically IHF (18, 147); and (iii) modulations in gyrase binding can be achieved by different
combination of BIME motifs and by the binding of histone-like proteins, such as IHF and HU (7).
BIMEs are not the only case of noncoding repeated sequences that can be recruited to achieve
different functions according to local sequence variation or genetic context. One can cite the following
examples. (i) The repeated uptake sequences of Haemophilus influenzae and Neisseria gonorrhoeae are
involved both in species-specific DNA transformation and in transcription termination when they are
part of an inverted structure (66, 110, 195). (ii) Short eukaryotic interspersed repetitive elements, like
the Ocr elements of Xenopus laevis and the rat ID, mouse B1 and B2, and human Alu sequences, appear
to constitute modules in complex regulatory elements ensuring the coordinated expression of various
genes (137, 167, 205). (iii) A class of repeated simple sequences acts as a functional telomere when
located at the very ends of eukaryotic chromosomes or as a transcriptional regulatory element when
located at internal sites (reviewed in reference 59).
Short interspersed repetitive sequences appear, thus, as building blocks of a variety of genetic elements.
This extends the concept of gene duplication involved in genetic diversity (145) to noncoding repeated
elements.

Other Short Repeats
IRUs. The IRUs (179) were initially identified in several members of the family Enterobacteriaceae
during the analysis of the region adjacent to the 3′end of the tls gene from E. coli. This region is
homologous to 17 other bacterial regions. Another laboratory identified the same sequences and
renamed them ERIC, for enterobacterial repetitive intergenic consensus (91).
TABLE 3 Distribution of IRUs (ERICs) in various bacterial species
Bacterium
No. of sequences
Comments
Citrobacter amalonaticus
1
See reference 203
C. diversus
1
See reference 203
C. freundii
1
See reference 203
Erwinia carotovora
1
1a
E. chrysanthemi
2
2a
Escherichia coli
14
4a
Klebsiella oxytoca
1
S. Bachellier, unpublished sequenceb
K. pneumoniae
2
1a
Salmonella typhimurium
9
1,b 2c
Serratia marcescens
1
1a
Vibrio cholerae
4
3a,d
Xenorhabdus luminescens
6
See reference 133d
Yersinia pseudotuberculosis
2
a
Number of sequences which were not used to build up the first consensus.
b
The IRU sequence lies at the same position as a BIME in E. coli.
c
In the same region, there is one IRU and one BIME.
d
A single region contains several IRUs, the numbers and the positions of which vary between two strains of the same
species.

General characteristics. IRUs are imperfect palindromic sequences which are about 125 nt long;
they may form a stem-loop structure and can be oriented. They have been detected simultaneously in
several bacterial species, and their sequences are very homogeneous, which allows establishment of a
consensus (91, 179). IRUs were found in a number of Enterobacteriaceae (Table 3) as well as in V.
cholerae, a species not very distant from members of the Enterobacteriaceae. These sequences are
always extragenic. The majority of these sequences are transcribed. In contrast to BIMEs, IRUs are
sometimes associated with promoter regions (in at least six cases). They are dispersed on the bacterial
chromosome and have not been detected in bacteriophages or in plasmids. Their total number in
bacterial genomes has been estimated to be between 30 and 150 (91, 179), and their number is not
necessarily identical in all species. For example, IRUs seem more abundant in S. typhimurium than in E.
coli (Table 4). By screening sequence banks, we found several supplementary IRUs, sometimes in other
bacterial species (Table 3). This led us to establish a new consensus of 127 nt for IRUs (Fig. 9). As in the
case of a number of BIMEs, some IRUs are located in corresponding intergenic regions of bacteria
belonging to different species: metE-R (91, 179) and ahpC-F in S. typhimurium and E. coli; and rpsUdnaG in S. typhimurium, Levinea malonatica, Citrobacter freundii, and C. amalonaticus (203).
Variability of IRU sequences from different bacterial species. The sequences of IRUs do not vary
much from one species to another, at least in comparison with BIMEs; for example, IRUs from E. coli,
Klebsiella species, and even Vibrio species have homologous sequences, which can be detected by
hybridization or by computer search in sequence banks (91, 179). Because of the small number of IRUs
known for each bacterial genus, it is not possible to decide whether the variations with respect to the
consensus from one species to another reflect a species specificity. It does seem clear, however, that if
there is a species specificity for IRUs, it is much less apparent than in the case of BIMEs. Their
sequences are indeed mostly conserved in distant species, which can be explained in several ways.
They may have appeared recently and been dispersed, for example, via an association with a
transposable element or by some other type of horizontal transfer. On the contrary, it is possible to
assume that IRUs are ancient elements whose sequences have been conserved either because of gene

conversion or because these sequences have a function which is selected for. The fact that IRUs are
dispersed on the chromosome suggests a transposition step, but since there is no ORF, they do not
carry information for a protein involved in transposition. There are no known functions for IRUs. All
of the data can be interpreted by saying that the IRUs are (or were) very mobile sequences, susceptible
to local rearrangements (203).
The Box C Sequences.
Box C sequences as highly repetitive sequences on the E. coli genome.The box C sequences were
initially described as sequences of 43 nt, located in extragenic positions, transcribed, and composed
mainly of G and C; a consensus was deduced from the alignment of the first eight box C sequences
identified (12). The 5′end of the sequence is composed mainly of pyrimidines (mainly C), while the 3′
end presents a large proportion of purines (mainly G). The box C sequences are imperfect palindromes
which can therefore be oriented.
Box C sequences were identified in a region which is partially homologous between E. coli and S.
typhimurium (12). The envM gene is present in both bacterial species, but the adjacent nucleotide sequences
are completely different. Upstream of the envM gene in S. typhimurium, there is a small ORF which is not
present in E. coli; instead, there is a short DNA sequence, the box C sequence (12). The center of box C had
been previously identified as a repetitive sequence present in five extragenic regions of E. coli K-12 (111).
The existence of this sequence as a repetitive element was also reported following computer analysis of
inverted repetitions on the E. coli genome (group IV in reference 16). Box C was used as a probe in
hybridization experiments on the genomic DNAs from S. typhimurium and E. coli (12). The probe
hybridizes with several genomic DNA fragments from E. coli but not with the genomic DNA from S.
typhimurium.
Box C sequences exist in other bacterial species. Upon reexamination of the eight regions previously
identified by Bergler and colleagues (12), we found four other box C sequences. The regions ahead of fepB
and envM contain two box C sequences as well as the mtlA-D and phnP-Q intergenic regions. When
two box C sequences are located in the same region, their orientation can be direct (mtlA-D, phnP-Q)
or inverted (fepB, envM). The sequences located between the two box C sequences may vary
substantially in length (from 8 bp in the phnP-Q region up to 131 bp ahead of envM). In a few cases,
flanking regions exhibit sequence similarities (S. Bachellier, unpublished data). Searches in sequence banks
led us to identify 28 regions containing box C sequences, including four in Rhizobium sp., a gram-negative
bacterium quite distant from members of the Enterobacteriaceae (examples 24–27 in Fig. 10). By aligning
all of the sequences (Fig. 10), we defined a new consensus which comprises 56 nt. In addition, two intergenic
regions, one from a natural isolate of E. coli (ECOR 8 [144]) and the other from Klebsiella pneumoniae,
which we sequenced in our laboratory, also contained a box C (Bachellier et al., unpublished data) (Table 5).
Like IRUs, the box C sequences seem to be restricted to genomes of bacteria which are very closely
related to E. coli, but in contrast to IRUs, they are not present in genome of S. typhimurium (12). Their total
number on the E. coli chromosome can be estimated to be between 40 and 45. Their sequences present
several interesting features: a quasipalindromic structure and a separation into two regions, one purine rich
and the other pyrimidine rich, including a mirror symmetry of 10 bp (see consensus in Fig. 10). It has been
shown in vitro that DNA with similar characteristics may form a triple helical structure, also called form H
(206). Like BIMEs and IRUs, the box C sequences have been found so far only in chromosomal DNA.

TABLE 4 Compilation of IRU (ERIC) sequences
Sequence
Flanking gene(s)
GenBank accession no.
Observations
1a
aceF –
lpd
V01498
2
ahpC –
ahpF
D13187
3
–
aldH
M38433
4
aspS –
X53863
5
f83
–
f143
U00039
6
fdx
–
U01827
7
hpaC –
cts1
Z37980
8
hsdR –
hsdM
X06545
9
metE –
metR
J04155
10
narK –
narG
X15996
11
pgk
–
fda
X14436
12
pmbA –
cybC
U14003
13
rhlB
–
gppA
X56310
14
rplA
–
rplJ
V00339
15
rpsB –
tsf
V00343
16
yafP
–
D38582
17
ahpC –
ahpF
J05478
18
–
cysJ
M23007
19
glnA –
J01803
20
livB
–
livC
D00478
A BIME is distant from 30 bp.
21
metE –
metR
M17356
22
–
nirC
M64606
23
pepM –
X55778
The IRU is inserted within a BIME.
24
rpsU –
dnaG
M14427
25
tdk
–
osmZ
–
IRU sequence is given in reference 91.
26
topA –
cysB
M15040
a
The numbers identifying each sequence are the same as in Fig. 9. Sequences 1 through 6 are from E. coli; sequences 17 through 26
are from S. typhimurium.

As was noticed for BIMEs, box C sequences may be differently located in various strains of the same
species (the region between araA and araD from E. coli K-12 and ECOR 8, the 3′region of the recA gene
from Shigella flexneri and E. coli). This finding suggests strongly that these sequences are (were) mobile.
Functions hypothesized for the box C sequences include an effect on the level of transcription on the
gene located downstream and/or a role in the stabilization of the upstream mRNA. Because three of the five
sequences identified by Kunisawa and Nakamura (111) are linked to genes involved in the transport of
different substrates, these authors suggested that these sequences could play a role in regulating the
expression of transport systems. This seems rather unlikely since most of the box C sequences identified later
are located near genes whose products are not implicated in transport.

FIGURE 9 Alignment and consensus of IRU sequences. IRU sequences from E. coli (sequences 1 to 13)
and S. typhimurium (sequences 14 to 23) are aligned. Below the sequences is given the consensus, which
was deduced from the alignment of all available IRUs, including those from bacteria other than E. coli and S.
typhimurium. The positions which are different from the general consensus are in lowercase letters; points
indicate that the sequence is not known; dashes represent deletions introduced to optimize the alignment. The
numbers following the sequences refer to the numbering in Table 4.

FIGURE 10 Box C sequences: alignment and consensus. Shown in an alignment of all known box C
sequences as well as the consensus which we deduced from it according to the method described in reference
64. This consensus is slightly longer than that in reference 12 (56 bp instead of 43 bp). Sequences 1 to 20 are
from the E. coli K-12 genome, 21 is from E. coli ECOR 8, 22 is from Shigella flexneri, 23 originates from
the K. pneumoniae araA-D intergenic region (Bachellier, unpublished data), 24 to 27 are from Rhizobium sp.,
and sequence 28 is from Pseudomonas paucimobilis. The 5' end of the box C sequence 24 is included in the
end of the nolC gene of R. fredii; the stop codon TAA is in italics. The E. coli sequences are numbered
according to Table 5. Underlined sequences belong to PUs flanking the box C (see text). Positions differing
from the consensus (deletions, additions, or different nucleotides) are in lowercase letters.

TABLE 5
Sequencea
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Compilation of box C sequences
Flanking gene(s)
GenBank accession no.
Adk
–
visA
D90259
EntC
–
fepB
M29730

f308
FimH
GvcP
GlnH
LctD
MtlA
ORF2

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

envM
f418
f477

M97219
L19201
U14003
L20872
X14180
M24488
L13970
X04894
X51359
X52904

glnP
hemB
ORF
melA
mtlD
ORF3

13
ORF
–
ponB
14
o265
–
f361
15
o290
–
f90
16
o309
–
f481
17
o321
–
o414
18
o732
–
f81
19
PhnP –
phnQ
20
PstA
–
pstB
21
AraA –
araD
22
–
recA
a
As in Fig. 10. Sequences 1 to 20 are from E. coli

Observations
Presence of a BIME in the same intergenic region of S. typhimurium
2 box C sequences in inverted orientation, separated by 11 bp, within putative ORF1
2 box C sequences in direct orientation separated by 131 bp
Presence of a BIME in the same intergenic region at a distance of 18 bp
2 box C sequences in inverted orientation separated by 11 bp

2 box C sequences in inverted orientation separated by 38 bp
2 box C sequences in direct repeat, bracketing a BIME
Presence of a BIME in the same intergenic region at a distance of 14 bp
ORF2 is downstream from cstA
2 box C sequences in direct orientation separated by 12 bp; the first one is poorly conserved
Presence of a BIME in the same intergenic region, at a distance of 24 bp
f90 is downstream from lysC

D26562
U18997
U00006
U18997
U18997
U00039
J05260
K01992

2 box C sequences in inverted orientation separated by 11 bp
2 box C sequences in direct orientation separated by 8 bp within putative phnQ gene
Presence of a BIME in the same intergenic region at a distance of 29 bp
From E. coli ECOR 8; the box C sequence flanks a BIME; unpublished
From Shigella flexneri

X55561
K-12.

RSA Sequences. RSA sequences were initially found in four extragenic regions of E. coli as well as in
one region of S. typhimurium and one region of Erwinia carotovora (K. Mizobuchi, personal
communication). In E. coli, the region upstream of gene envM contains two box C sequences (12) (see
also above), whereas in S. typhimurium, there is an ORF which could encode 99 amino acid residues
(197); the 3′region of this ORF contains an RSA sequence.
An RSA sequence is also found upstream of the gene araC from Erwinia carotovora, and in E. coli,
RSAs are located upstream of rpsP, in the intergenic region between rplT and pheS, and upstream of
cysP (Table 6). The RSAs are thus in most instances located outside structural genes. We established for
them a consensus of 152 bp (Fig. 11). The RSAs could form a large stem-loop structure (Fig. 11) which
would be quite stable since their folding energy calculated with the program foldRNA (220) would vary
from –39.6 kcal (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ)/mol for the sequence in S. typhimurium to –54.7 kcal/mol for the
sequence of Erwinia carotovora. Since these elements are not perfect palindromes, they can be oriented.
The proportion of G and C is about 50%, and the ratio of purines to pyrimidines is 40%. Two new RSA
sequences were recently found. The first is located in an intergenic region from E. coli located between
genes smbA and frr; the second is upstream of a short ORF located on a recombinant plasmid
(pNM506). In both cases, the RSA sequence is extragenic.
TABLE 6
Flanking gene(s)a
cysP
ORF1
ORF rplT smbAORF -

rpsP
pheS
frr
envM

Compilation of RSA sequences
GenBank accession no.
M32101
S67014
X01818
K02844
D13334
M31806

Observations
ORF1 is located upstream of glnB. The sequence in the database
starts at position 38 of the RSA consensus.
The first 18 nt of the RSA are included within the ORF.

The 5′end of the RSA sequence is included within the putative
ORF.
A box C is present at the same place in E. coli.
a
The first five sequences are from E. coli; the last one is from S. typhimurium.

RSAs constitute a distinct family of repeated sequence in the genomes of members of the
Enterobacteriaceae. The sequences of RSAs from distant phylogenetic species (E. coli and Erwinia
carotovora, for example) are homologous. RSA sequences are dispersed on the E. coli chromosome, and

their sequences do not contain an ORF which could play a role in their dispersion (data not shown). If
one assumes a uniform distribution of RSAs on the E. coli chromosome, one may estimate that there are
about 10 of them. There are no data pertaining to a possible function of RSAs in the bacterial genome.
iap Sequences. Between min 59 and 60 on the E. coli genetic map, there is a highly conserved sequence
of 29 bp, containing an inverted repeat of 7 bp that appears 14 times, 32 or 33 bp apart, downstream of
the iap gene coding region (Fig. 12). About 24 kb downstream of the 14 repeats, a second intergenic
region containing similar 29-bp sequences occurring seven times with a spacing of 32 bp was first
described (95, 141). The same intergenic region appears to contain two additional 29-bp repeats, at a
distance of 500 bp from the other repeats (Bachellier, unpublished data). These sequences, called iap
sequences, correspond to imperfect palindromes with the first half pyrimidine rich and the second half
purine rich. This is reminiscent of the structure of box C sequences. The spacing sequences have a
constant size but a variable nucleotide composition.
Nucleotide sequences hybridizing with the 29-bp fragment were not detected in other regions of the
E. coli chromosome. Thus, the 23 repeats of these sequences are clustered in a 1-min region of the E.
coli genetic map. In that sense, they are not dispersed throughout the genome, but they can be
considered as highly repetitive sequences. Hybridizing sequences were also detected in Shigella
dysenteriae and S. typhimurium but not in K. pneumoniae or Pseudomonas aeruginosa.
The sizes of these sequences are of the order of that of PUs. No function has been proposed for the
iap repeats.
Ter Sequences. In a search for dispersed recurrent DNA sequences in the E. coli genome, Blaisdell and
colleagues (16) found eight groups of structural repeat identities on a contig sequence which was 1.6 ×
106 bp long. While other groups corresponded to known extragenic repeats (see above) or to coding
sequences, group III corresponded to rho-independent terminators. The target sequence was a
palindromic sequence of 30 bp in lsength. This group consisted of 22 members, 3 of which occurred in
tandem on the same noncoding region following gene rnpB at successive displacement of 83 bp each.
This means that the exact palindromic members occur in 20 compact regions. All of the members lie in
noncoding regions that are highly variable in length. These sequences are examples of the rhoindependent terminators reviewed by Rosenberg and Court (163): a C+G-rich region capable of forming
a stable stem-loop structure followed closely by a T-rich region that does not bind strongly to the DNA
template strand. In the case presented (16), the form has been specialized by the incorporation of an Arich region at the beginning that is capable, with the following T-rich region, of extending the stem-loop
structure. Such structures are capable of acting as bidirectional terminators (153) and bear also
similarities to Y* (see above).
BIME, IRU, Box C, RSA, iap, and Ter Sequences
Similarities and Differences. The six small elements which we have described have a number of
common properties: they are found only on the bacterial chromosome, dispersed and in extragenic
locations, form imperfect palindromes, and are usually transcribed. In addition, four of them show some
kind of tropism for location (see below) which may be interpreted as if they had a common mechanism
for dispersion.

.

FIGURE 11 RSA sequences: consensus and palindromic sequences. The left side represents the
palindromic structure that the consensus of RSA sequences could adopt. N=A,C,G, or T: Py=C or T. At the
other variable positions of the consensus, the two possible nucleotides are shown separated by a slant line.
On the right side, we show the palindrome which could be formed by the RSA sequence located upstream of
the araC gene from Erwinia carotovora (G=--54.7 kcal/mol).

FIGURE 12 Structure of iap repeats. The 29-bp repeats located after the iap gene as well as in the second
region (see text) have been aligned in two separate clusters. The sequences of the two first repeats of the
second region appeared in GenBank U29580. Sizes of spacer sequences are given in base pairs (bp) on the
right.
One of the main differences between these sequences is the number of repeats found for each family.
It is quite variable from one species to another, and the four types of elements are not necessarily found
in the genomes of all Enterobacteriaceae; in E. coli, BIMEs are present in hundreds of copies and Ter
sequences are present in 60 to 100 copies, while there are about 50 IRUs and box C sequences and about
10 RSAs. In S. typhimurium, there is no box C, while the IRUs are more represented than in E. coli and
the BIMEs are present in a lower number of copies. The differences in repartition of these elements
could be due to differences in the mechanisms of dispersion between these elements from one bacterial
species to another.
For these six families of sequences, no transposition mechanism has been demonstrated, and none of
these elements encodes an ORF likely to direct the synthesis of proteins playing a role in dispersion as is
found for ISs. One hypothesis could be that the sequences of these families are the “ghosts” of
transposable elements or that they depend on trans-acting factors for their transposition. Since these six
elements are generally transcribed, they are located on a number of mRNA molecules which could be
used as intermediates in transposition (see above). Another large difference between these elements is
the species specificity of the sequences between different phylogenetic groups of bacteria. This
specificity is high for BIMEs and weak or absent for box C sequences, RSAs, and IRUs. The specificity
has not been examined for iap and Ter sequences.
Tropism for Location. In a large number of cases, it is interesting that repetitive sequences belonging
to two different families are located at the same site. In five intergenic regions of E. coli and two from S.
typhimurium, one finds two repetitive elements, which are adjacent and separated by a few nucleotides
(30 at most) or are inserted one into the other (Fig. 13). In E. coli, all of these regions carry box C and
BIME sequences. The two sequences located between pstA and pstB are separated by 29 nt, those in the
3′regions of cstA and fimH are separated by 14 and 18 nt, respectively, and the BIME and the box C
located between araA and araD from ECOR 8 overlap by 5 nt. In the region between mtlA and mtlD, a
BIME is flanked by two box C sequences in direct repetition (Fig. 13). The two box C sequences of this
region are incomplete in that one of their extremities is quite different from the consensus: the box C
located 5′to the BIME is deleted in its 3′part, while the box C located 3′to the BIME is deleted in its 5′
region (underlined in Fig. 10). One interpretation of the structure of this region is that the insertion of a
BIME led to a duplication of part of the box C sequence. In S. typhimurium, one finds IRUs and BIMEs

in the same regions. One IRU and one BIME are separated by 30 nt in the region located between livB
and livC, and in the region located immediately after gene pepM, an IRU is inserted within a BIME. The
frequency with which one finds an association between two of these elements is striking, especially for
the box C sequences: in 5 of 18 regions known to carry box C sequences in E. coli, they are associated
with BIMEs.

FIGURE 13 Location tropism of extragenic highly repetitive elements. The structures of extragenic
regions including several repetitive elements are shown in a schematic form. On the left, the bacteria
which contain these elements (E. c, E. coli; S. t, S. typhimurium; X. 1, Xenorhabdus luminescens) and
the names of the adacent genes are indicated. Distances separating the two elements are indicated
between two arrows; the names of the elements are indicated except for BIMEs, which are shown in the
same form as in other figures.
How can we explain this location tropism? One may suppose that the mechanisms which are
responsible for their dispersion are similar or even identical and/or that the insertion sites have common
characteristics. Examination of the nucleotide sequence of the intergenic region containing two repeated
sequences did not show any obvious homology; this may indicate that it is the structure of the insertion
site rather than its sequence which is important. Another possibility would be that the target of the
transposition system is the repeated sequence itself. This would account also for the cases where
repetitive sequences insert one into the other. At this stage, it is difficult to exclude that this tropism
might just reflect the limited number of extragenic regions.

TABLE 7 Compilation of BIME sequences
Flanking gene(s)a
GenBank accession no.
aceA –
aceK
U00006
acs
–
f104
U00006
aidB –
L20915
aldB –
f107
U00039
alkA –
K02498
alr
–
tyrB
U00006
apaH –
folA
X04711
appA –
M58708
–
appA
M58708
araA –
araD
M62646
araJ –
ORF
M64787
argA –
recD
U29581
argD –
o696
U18997
argE –
ppc
X55417
aroG
aroG
arsG
artM
artJ
aslB
aspC

–
–
–
–
–
–

o260
artJ
–
aslA

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

avtA

o163
ORF

cysA
cysE
cysI
cysM
dacB
dacC
dapX
dbpA
dedD
deoC
dppA
ecoA

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

exbD
f104
f159
f170
f199
f230
f239
f254
f268
f289
f310
f311

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

barA
bioF
caiA
cbpA
cca
cdd
cheZ
chlN
chm
codA

cpdB
cpxA
cutE

caiB
caiE

codB
cynR
cynR

cyd
cysM
cysH

purC
dedE
deoA
dppB

f338
f451
rrfA
spf
araE
f118
o207
f432
o128
f848
f510

J01591
J01591
U00039
X67753
X67753
M90498
X03629

BIME structureb
Y l Z2 S Y
Z2 s Y
ZSY
Y S Z2
Y S Z2
YL
Z2
Y
Z2
Z 2 S Y s Z2 S Y s Z2 S Y
Y S Z2 l Y S Z2
PU
Y
Y< 24 >Z2> 21 <Y< 24 >Z2> 21 <Y< 24
>Z2
Y
Y S Z2 A
Z2 L Z1
Z2 l Y
A Z1 L Y B
Y L Z2
A Z1 L Y′

Y00490
D10888
J04423
X73904
X73904
D16500
M12788
M60916
M13463
M21151
X53666
X63656
X63656
M93053

B Y L Z1 A
B Y L Z1 A
Z1
Z2 S Y
Y S Z2
Z2 S Y l Z2
Y S Z2 s Y
Y
Z2
Z2
Z1 S Y
Y l Z 2 S Y l Z2
Y S Z1
Y S Z1

U14003
M36795
X58070
J03939
M32101
M34333
Y07525
M32101
X59460
X06480
M33928
X52647
M68934
X03224
L08399
U00008

PU S Z2 s Y
Y l Z2
Y
B Y L Z1 A
Z2
Y
Z2
A Z1 L Y B
B Y L Z1 A
Z1
Y
Z2
Z2 S Y
Z1 S Y
A Z1 L Y B
Y< 14 >Z2> 21 <Y< 14 >Z2> 21 <Y< 14
>Z2> 21 <Y< 14 >Z2> 21 <Y< 14 >Z2>
21 <Y< 14 >Z2
Z1 L Y l Z 1 L Y
Z2 S Y
Y S Z′
Z2
Z1
Y*
B Y S Z1 A
Y
A Z1 L Y B
B Y L Z1 A
Y L Z1 r Y
Z1 S PU

M28819
U18997
L10328
L19201
L19201
U29581
U28377
U28379
U29581
U14003
U28377
U14003

Observations

The sequence in the database contains only A Z1; for
the end of the sequence see reference 112.

Included within the bioF gene

From E. coli C

This BIME is present in a duplicated segment
between codA and cynR. This segment constitutes
one end of a discontinuity between E. coli and
S. typhimurium chromosomes (the lac loop) (20).

TABLE 7 Continued
Flanking gene(s)a
f342 –
f289
f481 –
f506

GenBank accession no.
U14003
U18997

BIME structureb
A Z1 L Y B
Y S Z2 s Y S Z2 s Y S Z2 s Y

U14003

Z2

–
–
–
–

ubiB
– ORF4
o80
entD
gsa
f477

U00006
U00039
U28377
M24427
M59368
X14436
L19201
X17426
D26562
U14003

Y> 9 <Z2
Y l Z2
Y*
Z2
Y S Z2 l Y S Z2 l Y S Z2
A Z1 L Y B
B Y L Z1 A
B Y L Z1 A
Z2 S Y
Z2

fliC

–

fliA

Z36877

A Z1 L Y′

fpg
fucO
gabT

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

kdtB

X06036
X15025
M88334
X51449
X79837
D26562
X00988
U00006
K02176
L19201
X14180
M10187
J01713

Y*
Y
Y
Y
YB
A Z1 L Y B
Y L Z1
Y L Z1
Z2 S Y
Z2 l Y
Z1 L Y B
Y r Z1 L Y
Z2

ORFX
glpX

D00425
Z11767

A Z1 L Y B
Y

f500
f577
f589
f675
fabB
fadA
fda
fdhE
fepA
fhuB
fimH

–
–
–
–
–
–

gcd
gdhA
gldA
glnA
glnG
glnQ
glnS
glutRNA–
glpD –
glpK –

o361
f283
dppA
f560

gabP
galE
gatY
ORF
f205
glnL
hemN

gltP

–

f229

U00006

gltS
glyA
glyK
gsk
gusC
gutD
gyrB
hag
hpaF
hpaI

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

recG

L10328
J01620
M18393
D00798
M14641
X13463
L10328
M14358
Z37980
Z37980

Z 2 L Y s Z2 L Y s Z 2 L Y s Z 2 L Y s Z 2 L
Y s Z2
Z1 L Y
B Y L Z1 A
Y
Y l Z2
B Y L Z1 A
Z1
Z1 L Y
A Z1 L′
Z1 S Y
Z1 S Y ; Y

htrB
hybG
hycH
hydA
hydN
iciA
ilvA
ilvBN
inaA
infB
katE
lacA
lacY
lamB

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

X61000
U09177
X17506
D14422
D14422
M62865
M11689
L10328
K02672
X00153
M55161
J01636
J01636
X04477
L13970
U14003
J05516
J05516
V01498
X54945
X17321
J01648

Y*
Z2 l Y′
A Z1 S Y
Y S Z2
Z2
Y*
Z1
Z2
Z2
Y s Z2
B Y L Z1 A
Z1
Y
Y s Z2 S Y
Y
Z2 S Y
A Z1 L Y B
B Y L Z1 A
Y*
Z2 S Y
Z1
Y S Z2 s Y

leuQ
livF
livJ
lpd
lspA
lysV
malE

ORF
gutM
f135
hpaH
hpaX

hydA
ilvY
o396
nrd
P15B

lacA
malM
lctP
f343b
ugpB
livK
ORF1
malF

Observations

This intergenic region also contains a box C, at a
distance of 18 bp from the PU.
From E. coli B38. BIMEs with the same structure
(A Z1 L Y B) are found in Shigella dysenteriae and
Shigella boydii.

A BIME with the structure Z2 S Y is present in the
same intergenic region of Shigella flexneri
(Z11766).

The two Y are in the same orientation, separated by
14 bp.

See reference 209.

TABLE 7 Continued
Flanking gene(s)a
malQ –
malT –
mdoH –
melB –

BIME structureb
Z2 S Y
Y
Z1 L Y
A Z1 L Y B

L19201
U28377
K01547
M59444
U14003
X07420
J01652
U18997
X54198
M77039
X59939
V01503

Z1 L Y B

f188
f138
f97
f268
o384
f341

M58338
D26562
U14003
X14135
U00008
V00306
V00306
U18345
K02672
L06097
M15328
U18997
M87049
U14003
U29581
U18997
U28377

Z1
Y l Z2 L Y l Z 2
Y l Z2 L Y
A Z1 L Y B
A Z1 L Y B
Y l Z1
Y
Y l Z2
Z2 s Y S Z 2
Y S Z2
B Y L Z1 A
Y L Z2
Y
YB
Y
Z2 S Y
Y S Z2 ; Z1

f470
f346
o437
f297
f506
f287
f361

U14003
U18997
U18997
U29579
U28379
U14003
U18997

A Z1 L Y B
Z2 S Y
Z2
Y s Z2
Y S Z2
Y l Z 2 S Y l Z2 S Y l Z2 S Y l Z2
Z2

f541
o417a
o361
f219
o130
o440
f582
f125
f335
f271
o103
f723
f472
f111
thdF
f772
feoA
yjbA
o672
ORF

U28375
U14003
L02123
U28375
U18997
U00039
L19201
L02123
U28377
U28377
U00039
L19201
U00039
U00039
L10328
L10328
U18997
U00006
U18997
D10483
M26934
X52904
M96791
K01197
L20897
M34034
U00006

B Y L Z1 A
Y l Z2
Y
Z2 L Y l Z 2
B Y L Z1 A
Y S Z2
Y*
Z2 S Y
Y S Z2 s Y
Y*
A Z1 L Y B
Z1 S Y
Z1 L Y B-15- Y*
B Y L Z1 A
Z1
Y*
Y
YB
Y S Z2< 11 >Y S Z2< 11 >Y S Z2
Z2 S Y
S Z2
Y
YlZ
Z1 S Y
Z2
Y*
Z2< 11 >Y*

metJ

–

f202

metK
metL
mglC
mgtA
moaE
motB
mrcA
mrr
msbB
msyB
mtlA

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

galP
metF

mtrA
mutT
nadR
nagD
narP

o335

ndh
nlpE
nrdA
nrdD
ntr
o56
o128
o138
o147
o163
o180

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

o186
o191
o191
o191
o207
o211
o265

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

o310 –
o318 –
o320 –
o326 –
o328 –
o337 –
o351 –
o361 –
o378 –
o386 –
o417 –
o421 –
o440 –
o499 –
o548 –
o569 –
o622 –
o698 –
o783 –
ORF –
ORF1 –
ORF2 –
ORFX –
ORF –
ORF122 –
pepD –
pepE –

GenBank accession no.
M32793
M13585
X64197
U14003

f141

f186
ORF

mtlD

f579
yejP
ndh
yeaF
nrdB
ndrG

ORF3
ORFY
ORF153
o543

Y
Y
Y l Z2 L Y l Z 2
B Y L Z1 A
Y
Z2
B Y L Z1
Y
Y
Y L Z1
Z1 L Y

Observations

Included within motB

The BIME is flanked by two box C sequences in
direct orientation.

The Z2 and the Z1 are separated by 9 bp and are in
direct orientation.

Presence of a box C in the same intergenic region at
a distance of 24 bp

o320 is downstream from dinG.

o361 is downstream from dinG.

yjbA is upstream from xylE.
The first ORF is downstream from araC.
ORF1 is located downstream from ansA.
ORF2 is located downstream from cstA.
ORFY is located upstream from g30k.
ORF is located downstream from tyrT.
ORF122 is located downstream from purT.

TABLE 7 Continued
Flanking gene(s)a
pfkA –
sbp
pgi
–
o80
pgm –
pheU –
phnA –
phnB

GenBank accession no.
X02519
U00006
U08369
X00912
J05260

phnD –

phnE

D90227

phnK
phoE
phoH
pho
phr
plsB
pmsR
polA
priC
proP
proX
pstA
purK
pyrE
rcsC
recD
rep

phnL

rhaA

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

D90227
V00316
D10391
L10328
K01299
K00127
M89992
J01663
D13958
U14003
M24856
L10328
M19657
L10328
M28242
X04582
X04794
M11520
X60472

rhlE
rnpB
rol
rplY
rpoD
ruvB
sdhB
sodB
speB
srmB
sseB
sucB
thrC
tktB
torA
trmA
trpR
trpS
tsx
tyrA
ubiG

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

f160
ORFX

ugpB
ung
ushA
uvrB
uvrD
uxuB
vacB
valS
x96
xerB
xylR

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

ugpA

yehZ
yohD
yohK
yeiI
yeiL
rhsD*

–
–
–
–
–

yohA
yohE

ORF
phoW
ubiA
ORF
basS
pstB
ORF
rcsB

rf2
rhaD

sucA

sucD
ORF

o119
ORF
f228
ORF6
pheA
ORFX

ORF
uxuR
o243
o204b
ORF13
f274b

yeiJ
yeiM

BIME structureb
A Z1 L Y B
Y s Z2
A Z1 L Y B
Z1
Y l Z 2 S Y l Z2 S Y l Z2 S Y l Z2 S Y l Z2

L02123
D90212
M89934
D13326
J01687
M21298
J01619
J03511
M32363
X14152
D10496
J01619
J01706
S65463
X73888
U00006
J01715
U18997
M57685
X02137
Y00544

Z2 l Y
Y S Z2
Y*
Z2 S Y
YB
Y L′
Y L Z1 l Y*
B Y L Z1 A
Z1 L Y
A Z1 L Y′
Z2
Y l Z2
Y Z1
B Y S Z2 l Y/2 S Z2
Y*
Y l Z2 L Y l Z 2
Y
Z2
Y
Y S Z2 s Y S Z2 s Y S Z2 s Y S Z2 s Y S
Z2 s Y
A Z1 L Y B
B Y L Z1 A
Z2 S Y
Y
Y
Y l Z2 S Y
Z2 s Y S Z 1
A Z1 S Y B
r Y S Z2 r Y
A Z1 L Y B
Z1 L Y
Y s Z 2 S Y s Z2
Z2 L Y
Z′Z2 ′
Z
Z2 l Y S Z2
Y*
Z1 l Y L Z 2
A Z1> 25 < Y B
B Y L Z1 A
Y*
Z2 S Y

X13141
J03725
X03895
X03722
L02122
U14003
U14003
U14003
M95096
X15130
U00039

Z1 S Y
Y
Y*
A Z1 L Y B
Z2 L Y
Y
B Y L Z1
Y*
Z2 l Y
Y S Z2
Z2 l Y, Z2

U00007
U00007
U00007
U00007
U00007
X60997

Y
Y
Y
Y> 24 <Z1
Z2
Z1 L Y l Z 2 S Y

Observations

This sequence originates from E. coli B.

The BIME is flanked by a box C.

The Z2 PU is included within another PU.

ORF6 is downstream from secF.
This region (around 48 min) has been studied in
several strains, where the sequences downstream of
ubiG differ: in M87509, the BIME contains 3 PUs,
and ORFX is acs, located around 90 min in E. coli
MG1655.

The last Z2 is separated from the Y PU by 49 bp and
does not seem to belong to the same BIME.

Segment replacing rhsD element in E. coli ECOR
39 (166)

TABLE 7 Continued
Flanking gene(s)a
pSCIS1IN*

BIME structureb
′
Y S Z2 s Y

Observations
Target region of IS1–mediated type I deletions (185)

I01818

A Z1 L Y B′

From “unclassified” organisms. The sequences of
the BIME motifs are typical of E. coli or close
relatives.

I03295

A Z1 L

GenBank accession no.
M25018

adk
L26246
First PU incompletely sequenced
′
Y> 12 <D
–
visA
L26246
Z1 1 Y
In E. coli, box C at the same location
–
M12847
D
In E. coli, Y L
–
araD
M11047
Z1> 4 <Y< 8 <Z1
In E. coli, BIME-2 with 6 PUs
1
–
recD
–
Z > 14 <Y/2
See reference 182.
–
cchB
U18560
Y< 11 >Z2
–
J02656
PU
–
flhB
M16691
Z1> 7 <PU
In E. coli, Z2
–
cpsG
X59886
D
–
ORF287
U11243
D< 10 >Z1
–
cysH
M23007
Z1
In E. coli, Z2
–
X12374
Z2
–
eutH
U18560
Y< 10 >Z1
–
hemA
J04243
Z1
hemL –
M60064
D
hemN –
U06779
Z1> 13 <D
In E. coli, BIME-2 with 2 PUs
hisG –
hisD
J01804
Z1> 23 <D
1
hisJ
– hisQ
V01373
Z > 8 <D
ilvH –
fruR
X55456
Z2> 13 <Z1
lamB –
malM
X54292
D
In E. coli, BIME-2 with 3 PUs
leuD –
X02528
Z1
1
lexA –
X63002
Y/2<3>Z > 27 <Y
–
livB
D00478
Y<3>Z1
livB
–
livC
D00478
Z1
An IRU is distant from 30 bp
malE –
malF
X54292
Y> 6 <Z1
In E. coli, BIME-2 with 3 PUs
melB –
S41630
Z1
In E. coli, BIME-1
–
murB
J14816
D
2
mviM –
mviN
Z26133
Z <5>Y
mviN –
flgN
Z26133
Z1> 5 <Y
–
nadR
M85181
Z2> 19 <Z1
nadR –
M85181
Z2> 29 <PU
In E. coli, BIME with 3 PUs
nrdA –
nrdB
X72948
Z1> 11 <Y
In E. coli, BIME-2 with 3 PUs
–
nrdE
X73226
′
Y
–
ORF1
L13395
PU
ORF1 is in the 5′region of pmrA.
parC –
parF
M68936
Y<5>Z2
pepM –
ORF1
X55778
Z2> 137 <Y
An IRU is inserted between the 2 PUs.
trpR –
L13768
Z2
In E. coli, BIME with 3 PUs
ushA0 –
X04651
Z1> 12 <Y
In E. coli, Y*
uvrD –
corA
L11043
PU> 20 <D
In E. coli, BIME with 2 PUs
a
The first 256 BIMEs are from E. coli or close relatives, while the last 39 BIMEs are from S. typhimurium. Stars indicate two regions where BIMEs are not defined
according to flanking genes.
b
> indicates PU orientation, from tail to head (and inversely for <). S. typhimurium PUs are named according to Fig. 7: group A, Y; group B, Z1; group C, Z2; group D,
D. When the sequence of the PU is not related to any of these groups, it is named PU.
–

adk
alr
araA
argA
cchA
cheW
cheZ
cpsB
crr
cysI
envZ
eutG

Exchange of Repetitive Sequences. Another intriguing type of relations between four of the families of
repetitive sequences has been found. Corresponding intergenic regions of two different bacteria are
sometimes occupied by two different sequences. Sharples and Lloyd (179) noticed that one IRU of S.
typhimurium is found in the intergenic region glnA-L instead of the BIME which is found in the same
region in E. coli. Between the genes malE and malF from E. coli, Enterobacter aerogenes, K.
pneumoniae, and S. typhimurium, there is a BIME sequence. However, the corresponding region of
Klebsiella oxytoca contains an IRU (Bachellier et al., unpublished data). The region ahead of envM
carries an RSA in S. typhimurium and two box C sequences in E. coli. The araA-D region of K.
pneumoniae contains a box C (see above and Fig. 10), while S. typhimurium and E. coli carry a BIME at
the same place; it is remarkable that in E. coli ECOR 8 there is at the same site one BIME and one box
C. Finding one or the other type of these sequences at the same site could suggest that they have similar
functions (interaction with proteins or need for a secondary structure at a precise site) or, as supposed

previously, that they insert at the same sites. In the case of the region located between malE and malF,
one would have to think that there was independent insertion of the repetitive element in each bacterium
or that there was a replacement of the BIME by the IRU in K. oxytoca. Two other examples of
exchanges have been reported. (i) In E. coli K-12, a BIME (Y*) is located in the pyrE-ttk intergenic
region (Table 7), while a retron is found at the same location in the E. coli ECOR 70, 71, and 72 (73).
Retrons are not repetitive sequences but are chromosomal elements encoding a reverse transcriptase
(reviewed in references 94 and 202). (ii) In E. coli ECOR 39, a BIME is located at the same place as the
RhsD element of E. coli K-12 (166) (see above).
A Superfamily? BIMEs, box C sequences, RSAs, IRUs, iap sequences, and Ter sequences constitute
six families of repetitive sequences which are found in the genomes of a number of gram-negative
bacteria. It has been shown that at least some of these repetitive sequences can be useful for the typing
of bacteria (35, 204). They share a number of characteristics: they are scattered over the bacterial
chromosome (except iap sequences), all are transcribed, all are imperfectly palindromic, and four of
them present some tropism in their location. Their sizes are less than the size of ISs, and no mechanism
for their transposition has yet been demonstrated. It appears that they can be exchanged locally, which
may reveal a function or a dispersion mechanism which would be common. All these similarities lead us
to propose that these families define a superfamily of extragenic elements which may play a critical role
in genome function and evolution.
PERSPECTIVES
Although our knowledge is yet severely limited, the distribution and interaction of both large and small
repeated sequences in E. coli and S. typhimurium populations is an important source of genetic
plasticity. More studies of repeated sequences may provide greater insights into the degree of natural
diversity and into the selective pressures that maintain the profiles. Such studies might also give clues as
to the natural mechanisms that rearrange and/or redistribute the diverse examples of repeated sequences
that have been discovered.
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